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scientific, economic and emotional value of corpses and their contested place in medical science.

Who’s Buried Where in London Peter Matthews 2017-03-23 London's many cemeteries, churches and graveyards

Necropolis Catharine Arnold 2008-10-15 From Roman burial rites to the horrors of the plague, from the founding

are the last resting places of a multitude of important people from many different walks of life. Politicians, writers

of the great Victorian cemeteries to the development of cremation and the current approach of metropolitan

and military heroes rub shoulders with engineers, courtesans, artists and musicians, along with quite a few

society towards death and bereavement -- including more recent trends to displays of collective grief and the cult

eccentric characters. Arranged geographically, this comprehensive guide describes famous graves in all the major

of mourning, such as that surrounding the death of Diana, Princess of Wales -- NECROPOLIS: LONDON AND ITS

cemeteries and churches in Greater London, including Highgate, Kensal Green, Westminster Abbey, and St Paul's

DEAD offers a vivid historical narrative of this great city's attitude to going the way of all flesh. As layer upon

Cathedral, as well as the City churches and many suburban parish churches. The book gives biographical details,

layer of London soil reveals burials from pre-historic and medieval times, the city is revealed as one giant grave,

information on the monuments, and is richly illustrated. As well as being an historical guide, it also serves as an

filled with the remains of previous eras -- pagan, Roman, medieval, Victorian. This fascinating blend of

indispensable reference guide for any budding tombstone tourist.

archaeology, architecture and anecdote includes such phenomena as the rise of the undertaking trade and the

Young Sherlock Holmes 1-3 Andrew Lane 2013-12-05 The first three books in Andrew Lane's Young Sherlock

pageantry of state funerals; public executions and bodysnatching. Ghoulishly entertaining and full of fascinating

Holmes series in which the iconic detective is reimagined as a brilliant, troubled and engaging teenager – creating

nuggets of information, Necropolis leaves no headstone unturned in its exploration of our changing attitudes to the

unputdownable detective adventures that remain true to the spirit of the original books. Death Cloud The year is

deceased among us. Both anecdotal history and cultural commentary, Necropolis will take its place alongside classics

1868, and Sherlock Holmes is fourteen. His life is that of a perfectly ordinary army officer’s son: boarding school,

of the city such as Peter Ackroyd's LONDON.

good manners, a classical education – the backbone of the British Empire. But all that is about to change. With his

How to Survive Death and Other Inconveniences Sue William Silverman 2020-03 Many are haunted and obsessed

father suddenly posted to India, and his mother mysteriously ‘unwell’, Sherlock is sent to stay with his eccentric

by their own eventual deaths, but perhaps no one as much as Sue William Silverman. This thematically linked

uncle and aunt in their vast house in Hampshire. So begins a summer that leads Sherlock to uncover his first

collection of essays charts Silverman’s attempt to confront her fears of that ultimate unknown. Her dread was

murder, a kidnap, corruption and a brilliantly sinister villain of exquisitely malign intent . . . Red Leech The

fomented in part by a sexual assault, hidden for years, that led to an awareness that death and sex are in some ways

second novel in the Young Sherlock Holmes series. Sherlock knows that Amyus Crow, his mysterious American

inextricable, an everyday reality many women know too well. Through gallows humor, vivid realism, and

tutor, has some dark secrets. But he didn't expect to find a notorious killer, hanged by the US government,

fantastical speculation, How to Survive Death and Other Inconveniences explores this fear of death and the author’s

apparently alive and well in Surrey – and Crow somehow mixed up in it. When no one will tell you the truth,

desire to survive it. From cruising New Jersey’s industry-blighted landscape in a gold Plymouth to visiting the

sometimes you have to risk all to discover it for yourself. Black Ice The year is 1868 and fourteen-year-old

emergency room for maladies both real and imagined to suffering the stifling strictness of an intractable piano

Sherlock Holmes faces his most baffling mystery yet. Mycroft, his older brother, has been found with a knife in his

teacher, Silverman guards her memories for the same reason she resurrects archaic words—to use as talismans to

hand, locked in a room with a corpse. Only Sherlock believes that his brother is innocent. But can he prove it? In a

ward off the inevitable. Ultimately, Silverman knows there is no way to survive death physically. Still, through

chase that will take him to Moscow and back, Sherlock must discover who has framed Mycroft and why . . . before

language, commemoration, and metaphor, she searches for a sliver of transcendent immortality.

Mycroft swings at the gallows. Sherlock Holmes: think you know him? Think again.

Constable & Toop Gareth P. Jones 2012-10-04 A darkly comic Dickensian ghost story from Blue Peter Award

The Body Divided Sally Wilde 2016-03-23 Bodies and body parts of the dead have long been considered valuable

winner Gareth P. Jones: it's not the dead you'll need to worry about! Sam Toop lives in a funeral parlour, blessed

material for use in medical science. Over time and in different places, they have been dissected, autopsied,

(or cursed) with an unusual gift. While his father buries the dead, Sam is haunted by their constant demands for

investigated, harvested for research and therapeutic purposes, collected to turn into museum and other specimens,

attention. Trouble is afoot on the 'other side' - there is a horrible disease that is mysteriously imprisoning ghosts

and then displayed, disposed of, and exchanged. This book examines the history of such activities, from the early

into empty houses in the world of the living. And Sam is caught in the middle - will he be able to bring himself to

nineteenth century through to the present, as they took place in hospitals, universities, workhouses, asylums and

help? Blue Peter Award winner Gareth P. Jones has woven a darkly comic story, a wonderfully funny adventure

museums in England, Australia and elsewhere. Through a series of case studies, the volume reveals the changing

that roams the grimy streets of Victorian London.
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Darkness Nina Edwards 2018-09-15 Darkness divides and enlivens opinion. Some are afraid of the dark, or at least

down by his Own Hand in this year 1816 London, 1816. The Napoleonic War is over, Romanticism is at its high

prefer to avoid it, and there are many who dislike what it appears to stand for. Others are drawn to this strange

tide, and the great city is charged with the thrill of scientific discovery and Regency abandon. The nineteen-year-

domain, delighting in its uncertainties, lured by all the associations of folklore and legend, by the call of the

old foundling Will Starling returns from the Continent, having spent five years assisting military surgeon Alec

mysterious and of the unknown. The history of our attitudes toward darkness—toward what we cannot quite

Comrie, and now is helping Comrie build a civilian practice in London's rough Cripplegate area. This means

make out, in all its physical and metaphorical manifestations—challenges the very notion of a world that we can

entering into an uneasy alliance with the Doomsday Men: grave robbers who supply surgeons with cadavers for

fully comprehend. In this book, Nina Edwards explores darkness as both a physical feature and cultural image,

dissection. There are wild rumors about Dionysus Atherton, an old university friend of Comrie's and the brightest

through themes of sight, blindness, consciousness, dreams, fear of the dark, night blindness, and the in-between

of London's emerging surgical stars, whispers of experiments on corpses not quite dead, in a bid to unlock the

states of dusk or fog, twilight and dawn, those points or periods of obscuration and clarification. Taking us across the

mystery of death itself. Will works obsessively to ferret out the truth; the investigation twists and turns through

ages, from the dungeons of Gothic novels to the concrete bunkers of Nordic Noir TV shows, Edwards interrogates

brothels and charnel houses and the mansions of Mayfair.

the full sweep of humanity’s attempts to harness and suppress the dark first through our ability to control fire and,

Underworld London Catharine Arnold 2012-07-05 A quirky, fascinating portrait of the English capital's dark and

later, illuminate the world with electricity. She explores how the idea of darkness pervades art, literature,

criminal underbelly throughout history Beginning with an atmospheric account of Tyburn, this grisly excursion

religion, and our everyday language. Ultimately, Edwards reveals how darkness, whether a shifting concept or

through London as a city of ne'er do wells takes in beheadings and brutality at the Tower, Elizabethan street

palpable physical presence, has fed our imaginations.

crime, cutpurses and con-men, 18th century highway robbery, and the rise of prisons, the police, and the Victorian

City of Sin Catharine Arnold 2010-08-05 If Paris is the city of love, then London is the city of lust. For over a

era of incarceration. It also examines the influence of London's criminal classes on the literature of the 19th and

thousand years, England's capital has been associated with desire, avarice and the sins of the flesh. Richard of

20th century, through to the Krays and Soho gangs of the 1950s and 1960s. London's crimes have changed over the

Devises, a monk writing in 1180, warned that 'every quarter [of the city] abounds in great obscenities'. As early as

centuries, both in method and execution. This lively popular history traces these developments, from the highway

the second century AD, London was notorious for its raucous festivities and disorderly houses, and throughout the

robberies of the 18th century, made possible by the constant traffic of wealthy merchants in and out of the city, to

centuries the bawdy side of life has taken easy root and flourished. In the third book of her fascinating London

the beatings, slashings, and poisonings of the Victorian era.

trilogy, award-winning popular historian Catharine Arnold turns her gaze to the city's relationship with vice

Where There's a Will : A Practical Guide to Taking Charge of Your Affairs Michael Kerrigan 2012-05-17

through the ages. From the bath houses and brothels of Roman Londinium, to the stews and Molly houses of the

Kerrigan's tone is carefully balanced and the writing is compelling - he urges us to seize the day before it seizes us

17thand 18thcenturies, London has always traded in the currency of sex. Whether pornographic publishers on

(Sarah Stone, Dying Matters Coalition). Death is inevitable, yet most of us avoid thinking about it at all costs. But is

Fleet Street, or fancy courtesans parading in Haymarket, its streets have long been witness to colourful sexual

ignorance really bliss? Perhaps if we prepare ourselves thoughtfully for death - whether our own or a loved one's

behaviour. In her usual accessible and entertaining style, Arnold takes us on a journey through the fleshpots of

- and take charge of our own affairs, we will be able to reduce some of the suffering involved. With new medical

London from earliest times to present day. Here are buxom strumpets, louche aristocrats, popinjay politicians and

life-support technologies, generational & family conflict, complicated loans and pensions, concerns for a greener

Victorian flagellants - all vying for their place in London's league of licentiousness. From sexual exuberance to

planet, and all our online activities...Dying, mourning and their aftermath can be a whole lot of grief. Where

moral panic, the city has seen the pendulum swing from Puritanism to hedonism and back again. With latter

There's a Will guides you through all the emotional, financial, legal and practical issues that you need to consider.

chapters looking at Victorian London and the sexual underground of the 20thcentury and beyond, this is a

With a combination of constructive tips and thoughtful reflections on dying, death and bereavement, this book

fascinating and vibrant chronicle of London at its most raw and ribald.

throws light on subjects that all too often remain taboo.

The Pleasures of Men Kate Williams 2012-01-19 Dark and compelling, The Pleasures of Men is a gothic thriller

Globe Catharine Arnold 2015-04-09 The life of William Shakespeare, Britain's greatest dramatist, was inextricably

which marks Kate Williams as a stunning new voice in historical fiction. Spitalfields, 1840. A murderer nicknamed

linked with the history of London. Together, the great writer and the great city came of age and confronted

The Man of Crows. A heroine with a mysterious past and a vivid imagination. Catherine Sorgeiul lives with her

triumph and tragedy. Triumph came when Shakespeare's company, the Chamberlain's Men, opened the Globe

Uncle in a rambling house in London's East End. When a murderer strikes, ripping open the chests of young girls

playhouse on Bankside in 1599, under the patronage of Queen Elizabeth I. Tragedy touched the lives of many of

and stuffing hair into their mouths to resemble a crow's beak, Catherine is fascinated, and devours news of his

his contemporaries, from fellow playwright Christopher Marlowe to the disgraced Earl of Essex, while London

exploits. As the murders cause panic throughout the city, she comes to believe she can channel the voices of his

struggled against the ever-present threat of riots, rebellions and outbreaks of plague. Globetakes its readers on a

victims and that they will lead her to The Man himself. But she's already far closer than she realises - and lurking

tour of London through Shakespeare's life and work. In fascinating detail, Catharine Arnold tells how acting came

behind the lies she's been told about her past are secrets more deadly and devastating than anything her

of age, how troupes of touring players were transformed from scruffy vagabonds into the finely-dressed 'strutters'

imagination can conjure. 'Wonderfully imaginative and gripping' Times 'Intense, intelligent and hugely

of the Globe itself. We learn about James Burbage, founder of the original Theatre, in Shoreditch, who carried

entertaining' Guardian 'Intoxicating and disturbing . . . a soaring talent let loose' Independent on Sunday 'Fans of

timbers across the Thames to build the Globe among the bear-gardens and brothels of Bankside. And of the terrible

Sarah Watesr will love this' Good Housekeeping 'A spine-tingling and seductive thriller' Woman & Home

night in 1613 when the theatre caught fire during a performance of King Henry VIII. Rebuilt once more, the

The Early Modern Invention of Late Antique Rome Nicola Denzey Lewis 2020-07-31 A new look at the Cult of

Globe continued to stand as a monument to Shakespeare's genius until 1642 when it was destroyed on the orders of

the Saints in late antiquity: did it really dominate Christianity in late antique Rome?

Oliver Cromwell. And finally we learn how 300 years later, Shakespeare's Globe opened once more upon the

Will Starling Ian Weir 2015-02-03 The Reckoning of WM. STARLING, Esq., a Foundling, concerning Monstrous

Bankside, to great acclaim, rising like a phoenix from the flames. Arnold creates a vivid portrait of Shakespeare and

Crimes and Infernal Aspirations, with Perpetrators Named and Shrouded Infamies disclosed to Light of Day, as set

his London from the bard's own plays and contemporary sources, combining a novelist's eye for detail with a
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historian's grasp of his unique contribution to the development of the English theatre. This is a portrait of

Geschichtsschreibung und erlaubt einen völlig neuen Blick auf das Schicksalsjahr 1918.

Shakespeare, London, the man and the myth.

Young Sherlock Holmes Andrew Lane 2013-04-25 Der dritte Band der coolen Serie für Jungs London, 1868 – Der

The Mummy's Curse Roger Luckhurst 2012-10-25 In the winter of 1922-23 archaeologist Howard Carter and his

junge Sherlock Holmes ist einer hinterhältigen Verschwörung auf der Spur. Sein Bruder Mycroft steht unter

wealthy patron George Herbert, the Fifth Earl of Carnarvon, sensationally opened the tomb of Tutenkhamen. Six

Mordverdacht und die Beweislage scheint eindeutig: Mycroft wurde mit der Leiche in einem verschlossenen

weeks later Herbert, the sponsor of the expedition, died in Egypt. The popular press went wild with rumours of a

Raum gefunden, ein blutiges Messer in der Hand. Nur Sherlock glaubt an die Unschuld seines Bruders. Doch kann

curse on those who disturbed the Pharaoh's rest and for years followed every twist and turn of the fate of the men

er sie auch beweisen ... und Mycroft vor dem Galgen bewahren? Der dritte Fall führt den jungen Sherlock bis ins

who had been involved in the historic discovery. Long dismissed by Egyptologists, the mummy's curse remains a

eisige Moskau. Ein Wettlauf gegen die Zeit beginnt ...

part of popular supernatural belief. Roger Luckhurst explores why the myth has captured the British imagination

Ancient Egypt in the Modern Imagination Eleanor Dobson 2020-01-23 Ancient Egypt has always been a source of

across the centuries, and how it has impacted on popular culture. Tutankhamen was not the first curse story to

fascination to writers, artists and architects in the West. This book is the first study to address representations of

emerge in British popular culture. This book uncovers the 'true' stories of two extraordinary Victorian gentlemen

Ancient Egypt in the modern imagination, breaking down conventional disciplinary boundaries between fields

widely believed at the time to have been cursed by the artefacts they brought home from Egypt in the

such as History, Classics, Art History, Fashion, Film, Archaeology, Egyptology, and Literature to further a nuanced

nineteenth century. These are weird and wonderful stories that weave together a cast of famous writers, painters,

understanding of ancient Egypt in cultures stretching from the eighteenth century to the present day,

feted soldiers, lowly smugglers, respected men of science, disreputable society dames, and spooky spiritualists.

emphasising how some of the various meanings of ancient Egypt to modern people have traversed time and

Focusing on tales of the curse myth, Roger Luckhurst leads us through Victorian museums, international

media. Divided into three themes, the chapters scrutinise different aspects of the use of ancient Egypt in a variety

exhibitions, private collections, the battlefields of Egypt and Sudan, and the writings of figures like Arthur Conan

of media, looking in particular at the ways in which Egyptology as a discipline has influenced representations of

Doyle, Rider Haggard and Algernon Blackwood. Written in an open and accessible style, this volume is the

Egypt, ancient Egypt's associations with death and mysticism, as well as connections between ancient Egypt and

product of over ten years research in London's most curious archives. It explores how we became fascinated with

gendered power. The diversity of this study aims to emphasise both the multiplicity and the patterning of popular

Egypt and how this fascination was fuelled by myth, mystery, and rumour. Moreover, it provides a new and

responses to ancient Egypt, as well as the longevity of this phenomenon and its relevance today.

startling path through the cultural history of Victorian England and its colonial possessions.

Crypts of London Malcolm Johnson 2013-12-02 After the devastation of 1666, the Church of England in the City of

The Sexual History of London Catharine Arnold 2011-12-06 If Paris is the city of love, then London is the city of

London was given fifty-one new buildings in addition to the twenty-four that had survived the Great Fire.

lust. From the bath houses of Roman Londinium to the sexual underground of the twentieth century and beyond,

During the next hundred years others were built in the two cities of London and Westminster, most with a crypt

The Sexual History of London is an entertaining, vibrant chronicle of London and sex through the ages. For more

as spacious as the church above. This book relates the amazing stories of these spaces, revealing an often surprising

than a thousand years, England's capital has been associated with desire, avarice, and the sins of the flesh. Richard

side to life – and death – inside the churches of historic London. The story of these crypts really began when,

of Devises, a monk writing in 1180, warned that "every quarter abounds in great obscenities." As early as the

against the wishes of architects such as Wren and Vanbrugh, the clergy, churchwardens and vestries decided to

second century AD, London was notorious for its raucous festivities and disorderly houses, and throughout the

earn some money by interring wealthy parishioners in their crypts. By 1800 there were seventy-nine church

centuries the bawdy side of life has taken easy root and flourished. In The Sexual History of London, award-

crypts in London, filled with the last remains of Londoners both illustrious and ordinary. Interments in inner

winning popular historian Catharine Arnold turns her gaze to London's relationship with vice through the ages.

London ended in the 1850s; since then, fifty-two crypts have been cleared, and five partially cleared – in each case

London has always traded in the currency of sex. Whether pornographic publishers on Fleet Street, or courtesans

resulting in the gruesome business of moving human remains. Today, many crypts have a new life as chapels,

parading in Haymarket, its streets have long been witness to colorful sexual behavior. In an accessible, entertaining

restaurants, medical centres and museums. With rare illustrations throughout, this fascinating study reveals the

style, Arnold takes us on a journey through the fleshpots of London from earliest times to present day. Here are

incredible history hidden beneath the churches of our capital. Malcolm Johnson is a retired priest, and has a PhD

buxom strumpets, louche aristocrats, popinjay politicians, and Victorian flagellants—all vying for their place in

from King’s College, London. His well-received St Martin-in- the-Fields was published by Phillimore in 2005.

London's league of licentiousness. From sexual exuberance to moral panic, the city has seen the pendulum swing

Bedlam Catharine Arnold 2009-12-01 The mad have always been with us. Bethlehem Hospital, or `Bedlam' as it

from Puritanism to hedonism and back again. With latter chapters looking at Victorian London and the sexual

became in cockney slang, is the world's oldest psychiatric hospital. Founded in 1247 it developed from a

underground of the twentieth century and beyond, this is a fascinating and vibrant chronicle of London at its most

ramshackle hovel to the magnificent `Palace Beautiful', where visitors could pay to gawp at the chained inmates,

raw and ribald.

through to the great Victorian hospital in Lambeth, now the Imperial War Museum. Catharine Arnold takes us on

1918 - Die Welt im Fieber Laura Spinney 2018-01-29 Gleichen sich die Corona-Pandemie und das Schicksalsjahr

a tour of Bedlam and examines London's attitude to madness along the way. We travel through the ages, from the

1918? Laura Spinney in ihrem Bestseller über die Spanische Grippe als weltumspannendes gesellschaftliches

barbaric `exorcisms' of the medieval period to the Tudor belief that a roast mouse, eaten whole, was the cure. We

Phänomen Der Erste Weltkrieg geht zu Ende, und eine weitere Katastrophe fordert viele Millionen Tote: die

see the reforming zeal of eighteenth century campaigners and the development of the massive Victorian asylums.

Spanische Grippe. Binnen weniger Wochen erkrankt ein Drittel der Weltbevölkerung. Trotzdem sind die

This was the era of the private madhouse, run by `traders in lunacy' who asked no questions and locked up insane

Auswirkungen auf Gesellschaft, Politik und Kultur weitgehend unbekannt. Ob in Europa, Asien oder Afrika, an

and sane alike at the behest of greedy relatives. But it was also the age of the determined reformers who

vielen Orten brachte die Grippe die Machtverhältnisse ins Wanken, womöglich beeinflusste sie die Verhandlung

eventually made their way into Bedlam and exposed conditions of terrible deprivation and brutality. `A finely

des Versailler Vertrags und verursachte Modernisierungsbewegungen. Anhand von Schicksalen auf der ganzen

written, thoroughly researched and humane book, packed with moving stories' Independent `Smoothly written,

Welt öffnet Laura Spinney das Panorama dieser Epoche. Sie füllt eine klaffende Lücke in der

densely researched...When you close this rewardingly informative and tastefully conceived book, you will be the
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richer for it' Sunday Express

Final Journey explores the way in which these people travelled for the last time by train before being laid to rest.

The Man in Black Lynn Shepherd 2022-06-09 London, 1850: The Dickensian streets grow darker by the day.

London Urban Legends Scott Wood 2013-11-01 How long has a corpse been staring out at passengers on the tube?

Private investigator Charles Maddox is surprised when he is approached by Edward Tulkinghorn for help. The

Was London Bridge really shipped abroad by an American thinking he’d bought Tower Bridge? Did the Queen

feared and shadowy attorney offers Charles a handsome price he can’t refuse to do some sleuthing for a client.

really mix with the crowds as a princess on VE Day? And did Hitler actually want to live in Balham? Urban

Charles learns that Sir Julius Cremorne has been receiving threatening letters, and now Tulkinghorn wants him

legends are the funny, frightening and fierce folklore people share. Just like the early folk tales that came before

to find and stop whoever is responsible. But what starts as a simple, open-and-shut case swiftly escalates into

them, these tales are formed from reactions to spectacular events in the world, and reflect our current values.

something bigger and much darker. As he cascades toward a collision with powerful forces, Charles will need all

From royal rumours to subterranean legends, Scott Wood has researched and written about them with a sense of

the assistance he can get... The Man in Black takes a classic Charles Dickens novel and plummets readers into a

wonder, humour and a keen eye. He finds the truth, the myth and the lies amongst these tales.

newly reimagined and mysterious world. Fans of The Confessions of Frannie Langton and Stacey Halls will love

Rest in Pieces Bess Lovejoy 2014-03-13 Wie kommt der Kopf von Heinrich IV. auf einen Dachboden in Paris?

this. Previously published as The Solitary House.

Wer stahl Abraham Lincolns Körper? Und wie kamen die Matrosen darauf, Lord Nelsons Leiche nach der

Edinburgh Companion to the Short Story in English Paul Delaney 2018-02-01 Provides a clear introduction to the

Schlacht von Trafalgar nicht etwa im Meer, sondern in einem Fass mit Brandy zu versenken - von dem sie

key terms and frameworks in cognitive poetics and stylistics

während der Reise nach Hause tranken? Von Mozart bis Hitler, von Alexander dem Großen bis Charlie Chaplin,

Underworld London Catharine Arnold 2012-07-05 Beginning with an atmospheric account of Tyburn, we are set

von Descartes bis Osama bin Laden: Dieses ungewöhnliche Buch verbindet die Lebens- und Wirkungsgeschichten

up for a grisly excursion through London as a city of ne'er do wells, taking in beheadings and brutality at the

berühmter Menschen mit den bizarren Schicksalen ihrer toten Körper zu skurrilen, wundersamen und höchst

Tower, Elizabethan street crime, cutpurses and con-men, through to the Gordon Riots and Highway robbery of

informativen Geschichten - die darüber hinaus ganz nebenbei zeigen, wie in verschiedenen Kulturen und zu

the 18thcentury and the rise of prisons, the police and the Victorian era of incarceration. As well as the crimes,

unterschiedlichen Zeiten mit dem Tod umgegangen wurde.

Arnold also looks at the grotesque punishments meted out to those who transgressed the law throughout London's

All the Living and the Dead Hayley Campbell 2022-08-16 A deeply compelling exploration of the death industry

history - from the hangings, drawings and quarterings at Tyburn over 500 years to being boiled in oil at

and the people—morticians, detectives, crime scene cleaners, embalmers, executioners—who work in it and what

Smithfield. This popular historian also investigates the influence of London's criminal classes on the literature of

led them there. We are surrounded by death. It is in our news, our nursery rhymes, our true-crime podcasts. Yet

the 19thand 20thcenturies, and ends up with our old favourites, the Krays and Soho gangs of the 50s and 60s.

from a young age, we are told that death is something to be feared. How are we supposed to know what we’re so

London's crimes have changed over the centuries, both in method and execution. Underworld London traces these

afraid of, when we are never given the chance to look? Fueled by a childhood fascination with death, journalist

developments, from the highway robberies of the eighteenth century, made possible by the constant traffic of

Hayley Campbell searches for answers in the people who make a living by working with the dead. Along the

wealthy merchants in and out of the city, to the beatings, slashings and poisonings of the Victorian era.

way, she encounters mass fatality investigators, embalmers, and a former executioner who is responsible for

Pandemic 1918 Catharine Arnold 2018-01-11 In the dying months of World War I, Spanish flu suddenly

ending sixty-two lives. She meets gravediggers who have already dug their own graves, visits a cryonics facility

overwhelmed the world, killing between 50 and 100 million people.German soldiers termed it Blitzkatarrh,

in Michigan, goes for late-night Chinese with a homicide detective, and questions a man whose job it is to make

British soldiers called it Flanders Grippe, but globally the pandemic gained the notorious title of 'Spanish

crime scenes disappear. Through Campbell’s incisive and candid interviews with these people who see death

Flu'.Nowhere escaped this common enemy: in Britain, 250,000 people died, in the United States it was 750,000,

every day, she asks: Why would someone choose this kind of life? Does it change you as a person? And are we

five times its total military fatalities in the war, while European deaths reached over two million. The numbers

missing something vital by letting death remain hidden? A dazzling work of cultural criticism, All the Living and

are staggering. And yet at the time, news of the danger was suppressed for fear of impacting war-time morale.

the Dead weaves together reportage with memoir, history, and philosophy, to offer readers a fascinating look into

Even today these figures are shocking to many - the war still hiding this terrifying menace in its shadow.And

the psychology of Western death.

behind the numbers are human lives, stories of those who suffered and fought it - in the hospitals and laboratories.

The Trials of the King of Hampshire Elizabeth Foyster 2016-09-08 A Guardian best history book of 2016 Eccentric,

Catharine Arnold traces the course of the disease, its origins and progress, across the globe via these remarkable

shy aristocrat … or mad, bad and dangerous to know? Neighbour Jane Austen found the 3rd earl of Portsmouth a

people. Some are well known to us, like British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, US President Woodrow

model gentleman and Lord Byron maintained that, while the man was a fool, he was certainly no madman.

Wilson, and writers Robert Graves and Vera Brittain, but many more are unknown. They are the doughboys

Behind closed doors, though, Portsmouth delighted in pinching his servants so that they screamed, asked dairy-

from the US, gold miners in South Africa, schoolgirls in Great Britain and many others. Published 100 years after

maids to bleed him with lancets and was obsessed with attending funerals. After he’d lived this way for years, in

the most devastating pandemic in world history, Pandemic 1918 uses previously unpublished records, memoirs,

1823 his own family set out to have him declared insane. Still reeling from the madness of King George, society

diaries and government publications to uncover the human story of 1918.

could not tear itself away from what would become the longest, costliest and most controversial insanity trial in

Final Journey Nicolas Wheatley 2020-10-01 This new history reveals the previously untold story of why and

British history.

how trains have been used to transport the dead, enabling their burial in a place of significance to the bereaved.

Burying the Dead Lorraine Evans 2020-12-14 Deep in the heart of North Yorkshire, at a place called Walkington

Profusely illustrated with many images, some never previously published, Nicolas Wheatley’s work details how

Wold, there lies a rather unusual burial ground, an Anglo-Saxon execution cemetery. Twelve skeletons were

the mainline railways carried out this important yet often hidden work from the Victorian age to the 1980s, as

unearthed by archaeologists, ten without skulls, later examination of the skeletons revealed that their owners

well as how ceremonial funeral transport continues on heritage railways today. From royalty, aristocrats and other

were all subjected to judicial execution by decapitation, one of which required several blows. Similar fates have

VIPs (including Sir Winston Churchill and the Unknown Warrior) to victims of accidents and ordinary people,

befallen other wretched souls, the undignified burial of suicides - in the Middle Ages, the most profound of sins -
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and the desecration of their bodies, go largely unrecorded. While plague pits, vast cemeteries where victims of the

fatalities in the war, while European deaths reached over two million. The numbers are staggering. And yet at the

Black Death were tossed into the ground, their bodies festering one on top of another, are only today betraying

time, news of the danger was suppressed for fear of impacting war-time morale. Even today these figures are

their secrets. Although unpalatable to some, these burial grounds are an important part of our social heritage. They

shocking to many - the war still hiding this terrifying menace in its shadow. Behind the numbers are human

have been fashioned as much by the people who founded and used them, as by the buildings, gravestones and

lives, stories of those who suffered and fought it - in the hospitals and laboratories. Catharine Arnold traces the

other features which they contain. They are records of social change; the symbols engraved upon individual

course of the disease, its origins and progress, across the globe via these remarkable people. Some are well known

memorials convey a sense of inherent belief systems, as they were constructed, adapted or abandoned depending

to us, like British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, US President Woodrow Wilson, and writers Robert Graves

on people’s needs. Burying the Dead explores how these attitudes, practices and beliefs about death have

and Vera Brittain, but many more are unknown. They are the doughboys from the US, gold miners in South

undergone continual change. By studying the development of society’s funerary spaces, the author reveals how

Africa, schoolgirls in Great Britain and many others. Published 100 years after the most devastating pandemic in

we continue to reinforce our relationships with the dead, in a constant and ongoing effort to maintain a bond with

world history, Pandemic 1918 uses previously unpublished records, memoirs, diaries and government publications

them.

to uncover the human story of 1918.

Memory. Stadt der Träume Christoph Marzi 2012-07-01 Jude Finney hat eine besondere Fähigkeit: Er kann die

The Sexual History of London Catharine Arnold 2011-12-06 If Paris is the city of love, then London is the city of

Träume der Toten sehen. Auf dem Highgate Cemetery, in einer Welt zwischen Realität und Traum, begegnet er

lust. From the bath houses of Roman Londinium to the sexual underground of the twentieth century and beyond,

der geheimnisvollen Story, einem Mädchen, das tausend Geschichten kennt, aber sich an seine eigene nicht

this is an entertaining, vibrant chronicle of London and sex through the ages. For more than a thousand years,

erinnern kann. Jude ahnt, dass Story noch lebt, irgendwo in den Straßen von London. Und dass es höchste Zeit

England's capital has been associated with desire, avarice, and the sins of the flesh. Richard of Devises, a monk

wird, sie zu finden.

writing in 1180, warned that "every quarter abounds in great obscenities." As early as the second century AD,

The First Lady of Fleet Street Eilat Negev 2012-09-06 In the late nineteenth century, at a time when women

London was notorious for its raucous festivities and disorderly houses, and throughout the centuries the bawdy

were still denied the vote, Rachel Beer defied convention to take the helm first of The Observer, and then the

side of life has taken easy root and flourished. In The Sexual History of London, award-winning popular historian

Sunday Times, becoming the first woman ever to edit a national newspaper. It was to be over eighty years before

Catharine Arnold turns her gaze to London's relationship with vice through the ages. London has always traded in

Fleet Street would see the like again. Barred from the London Clubs and the Press Gallery of the House of

the currency of sex. Whether pornographic publishers on Fleet Street, or courtesans parading in Haymarket, its

Commons, Rachel nevertheless managed to make her formidable voice heard on both national and international

streets have long been witness to colorful sexual behavior. In an accessible, entertaining style, Arnold takes us on a

political issues - including the notorious Dreyfus Affair. In public she was a rebel and a pioneer, yet behind the

journey through the fleshpots of London from earliest times to present day. Here are buxom strumpets, louche

closed door of her study, Rachel's life was marked by strife. Her family, the Sassoons, had made their fortune in

aristocrats, popinjay politicians, and Victorian flagellants--all vying for their place in London's league of

Indian opium and cotton and Rachel's marriage to Frederick Beer should have brought together two wealthy

licentiousness. From sexual exuberance to moral panic, the city has seen the pendulum swing from Puritanism to

dynasties. Instead, it resulted in a deep family rift and years of heartbreak. Drawing on a wealth of original

hedonism and back again. With latter chapters looking at Victorian London and the sexual underground of the

material, The First Lady of Fleet Street not only provides an important history of two venerable families, their

twentieth century and beyond, this is a fascinating and vibrant chronicle of London at its most raw and ribald.

origins and their rise to eminence, it also paints a vivid picture of a remarkable woman and of the times in which

Cholera Amanda J Thomas 2015-09-21 “[A] fusion of science, social, and medical history . . . fascinating . . . the

she lived.

understanding of and responses to cholera are covered in detail and with sensitivity” —The Victorian Web

Law and the Dead Marc Trabsky 2019-03-13 The governance of the dead in the eighteenth and nineteenth

Discover the story of the disease that devastated the Victorian population, and brought about major changes in

centuries gave rise to a new arrangement of thanato-politics in the West. Legal, medical and bureaucratic

sanitation. Drawing on the latest scientific research and a wealth of archival material, Amanda J. Thomas uses first-

institutions developed innovative technologies for managing the dead, maximising their efficacy and exploiting

hand accounts, blending personal stories with an overview of the history of the disease and its devastating after-

their vitality. Law and the Dead writes a history of their institutional life in the nineteenth and twentieth

effects on British society. This fascinating history of a catastrophic disease uncovers forgotten stories from each of

centuries. With a particular focus on the technologies of the death investigation process, including place-making,

the major cholera outbreaks in 1831–2, 1848–9, 1853–4 and 1866. Amanda J. Thomas reveals that Victorian theories

the forensic gaze, bureaucratic manuals, record-keeping and radiography, this book examines how the dead came to

about the disease were often closer to the truth than we might assume, among them the belief that cholera was

be incorporated into legal institutions in the modern era. Drawing on the writings of philosophers, historians and

spread by miasma, or foul air. “The book acts as a complete overview of cholera in Victorian Britain, taking a new,

legal theorists, it offers tools for thinking through how the dead dwell in law, how their lives persist through the

accessible approach to a topic previously covered predominately by academic researchers.” —Harpenden History

conduct of office, and how coroners assume responsibility for taking care of the dead. This historical and

The Palgrave Handbook of Gothic Origins Clive Bloom 2022-01-01 This handbook provides a comprehensive

interdisciplinary book offers a provocative challenge to conventional thinking about the sequestration of the dead

overview of research on the Gothic Revival. The Gothic Revival was based on emotion rather than reason and

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It asks the reader to think through and with legal institutions when

when Horace Walpole created Strawberry Hill House, a gleaming white castle on the banks of the Thames, he had

writing a history of the dead, and to trace the important role assumed by coroners in the governance of the dead.

to create new words to describe the experience of gothic lifestyle. Nevertheless, Walpole’s house produced

This book will be of interest to scholars working in law, history, sociology and criminology.

nightmares and his book The Castle of Otranto was the first truly gothic novel, with supernatural, sensational and

Pandemic 1918 Catharine Arnold 2018-01-11 German soldiers termed it Blitzkatarrh, British soldiers called it

Shakespearean elements challenging the emergent fiction of social relationships. The novel’s themes of violence,

Flanders Grippe, but globally the pandemic gained the notorious title of 'Spanish Flu'. Nowhere escaped this

tragedy, death, imprisonment, castle battlements, dungeons, fair maidens, secrets, ghosts and prophecies led to a

common enemy: in Britain, 250,000 people died, in the United States it was 750,000, five times its total military

new genre encompassing prose, theatre, poetry and painting, whilst opening up a whole world of imagination for
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entrepreneurial female writers such as Mary Shelley, Joanna Baillie and Ann Radcliffe, whose immensely popular

Nowhere escaped this common enemy: in Britain, 250,000 people died, in the United States it was 750,000, five

books led to the intense inner landscapes of the Bronte sisters. Matthew Lewis’s The Monk created a new gothic:

times its total military fatalities in the war, while European deaths reached over two million. The numbers are

atheistic, decadent, perverse, necrophilic and hellish. The social upheaval of the French Revolution and the

staggering. And yet at the time, news of the danger was suppressed for fear of impacting war-time morale. Even

emergence of the Romantic movement with its more intense (and often) atheistic self-absorption led the gothic

today these figures are shocking to many - the war still hiding this terrifying menace in its shadow. And behind

into darker corners of human experience with a greater emphasis on the inner life, hallucination, delusion, drug

the numbers are human lives, stories of those who suffered and fought it - in the hospitals and laboratories.

addiction, mental instability, perversion and death and the emerging science of psychology. The intensity of the

Catharine Arnold traces the course of the disease, its origins and progress, across the globe via these remarkable

German experience led to an emphasis on doubles and schizophrenic behaviour, ghosts, spirits, mesmerism, the

people. Some are well known to us, like British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, US President Woodrow

occult and hell. This volume charts the origins of this major shift in social perceptions and completes a trilogy of

Wilson, and writers Robert Graves and Vera Brittain, but many more are unknown. They are the doughboys

Palgrave Handbooks on the Gothic—combined they provide an exhaustive survey of current research in Gothic

from the US, gold miners in South Africa, schoolgirls in Great Britain and many others. Published 100 years after

studies, a go-to for students and researchers alike.

the most devastating pandemic in world history, Pandemic 1918 uses previously unpublished records, memoirs,

Pandemic 1918 Catharine Arnold 2018-01-11 In the dying months of World War I, Spanish flu suddenly

diaries and government publications to uncover the human story of 1918.

overwhelmed the world, killing between 50 and 100 million people. German soldiers termed it Blitzkatarrh,

British Royal and State Funerals Matthias Range 2016 The first in-depth study of the ceremonial and music

British soldiers called it Flanders Grippe, but globally the pandemic gained the notorious title of 'Spanish Flu'.

performed at British royal and state funerals over the past 400 years.
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